MILITARY TECHNOLOGY

MilitTech 2/2021 will address – among other issues:

THEME: Air Warfare
- Air Power 2030 and Beyond
- Aircraft Armament: the Next 20 Years
- Avionics: Where Does the Man Stop and the Machine Take Over?
- Unmanned Systems Italian Style: Leonardo's UAS Portfolio
- The US Next Generation Air Dominance Programme

FEATURES
- ASW Helicopters
- Redefining Forward Repair: Returning Equipment to the Fight
- Recapitalisation of Air Forces from 2030

C4ISR FORUM
NATO's ACCS Programme: Meeting Expectations?

PLUS…..
Editorial and comment columns, Letter from America, Letter from Brussels, Homeland Security Forum, Industrial Focus, Interviews, ‘Technology: the Final Frontier,’ the ‘3-2-1 Interview,’ news, analysis ... all you expect from your established triservice defence technology information service ... because knowing is half the battle!

See you at:
- Modern Day Marine Quantico, USA 4 – 6 May
- ADAS Manila, Philippines 5 – 7 May
- DEFEA Athens, Greece 11 – 13 May

MilTech will address – among other issues:

Reservation Deadline: 12 March 2021
Ad Material Deadline: 17 March 2021
Publication Date: 31 March 2021